
IT1-4 / ID1-3 Inflatable Assembly Instructions

NOTE:  Additional people are required for assembly.

1.   Lay the tent down on a clean and dry surface (optional setup mat)  
     with the legs pointing in a downward V-shape.

NOTE:  Water Bag installation is recommended before tent inflation. 
           See page 2 for instructions.

2.   Attach either the Hand Pump or Electric Air Pump to      
     the included pump holes. Make sure all other pump holes are 
     closed before inflating.

3.   Inflate the tent legs about half way and then stop. This is needed 
     to properly attach the print onto the Blow Up Event Tent with 
     the zipper.

4.   Starting from the bottom of each tent leg use the zipper to attach 
     the canopy to the tent leg until you reach the top.

5.   Continue inflating the tent legs and with additional help lift the 
     center of the Blow Up Event Tent. This helps to keep kinks from 
     forming while the tent legs are inflating.

6.   Ensure that the tent legs are inflated enough that the legs stand 
     on their own. Make sure the legs are adjusted so that they are 
     properly spaced out.

ASSEMBLY

DISCLAIMER: Tents should always be staked down with Premium Tent Stake Kit and weighed down. Tent should be completely deflated 
before folding it up. Tents should not be used in inclement weather, including thunderstorms, heavy rains, lightning, and high winds. No grill 
or any type of open flame is to be used under or near the tent. User must read and observe assembly instructions. If this is not done correctly, 

it may result in damage to the unit, injury, or death, and all warranties will be void. All warranties will be void if hardware is used with any 
print not produced by us. Properly care for prints to keep them in great condition. Prints should never be dragged along the ground or stored 

without being properly folded and free from moisture. Make sure print is completely dried from any weather, and fold and store in a clean, dry 
place. We don’t recommend storing print on frame.



1.   To assemble the tent walls, attach the wall zipper to the bottom of 
     tent canopy.

2.   Continue zipping the tent wall across the entire archway until the 
     wall is fully sealed.

TENT WALL ASSEMBLY

DISCLAIMER: Tents should always be staked down with Premium Tent Stake Kit and weighed down. Tent should be completely deflated 
before folding it up. Tents should not be used in inclement weather, including thunderstorms, heavy rains, lightning, and high winds. No grill 
or any type of open flame is to be used under or near the tent. User must read and observe assembly instructions. If this is not done correctly, 

it may result in damage to the unit, injury, or death, and all warranties will be void. All warranties will be void if hardware is used with any 
print not produced by us. Properly care for prints to keep them in great condition. Prints should never be dragged along the ground or stored 

without being properly folded and free from moisture. Make sure print is completely dried from any weather, and fold and store in a clean, dry 
place. We don’t recommend storing print on frame.

WATER BAG INSTALLATION

NOTE:  Insert water bag before inflating tent.

1.   Starting at the bottom of the leg for about a quarter of the way up. 
     Inside you will notice a see-through plastic material that is used for      
     inflation. Pull plastic material up to make room for the water bag.

2.   Insert filled water bag into the bottom of the Blow Up Event Tent leg  
     beneath the see-through plastic material.

3.  Finally, close the Blow Up Event Tent leg by zipping downwards till 
    the opening is completely closed. Repeat water bag installation on 
    all remaining tent legs. Continue with tent setup.

TENT STAKE KIT ASSEMBLY TO STAKE DOWN TENT CANOPY

1.   Clip webbing carabiner onto tent canopy D-ring.

2.   With a soft mallet, hammer stake into the ground in
     desired location.

3.   Place webbing around stake.

4.   Adjust webbing length to be fully taut by opening and closing clip.  
     Repeat tent stake assembly for all remaining stakes.

TENT STAKE KIT ASSEMBLY TO STAKE DOWN TENT LEG

1.   Locate the D-ring at the base of the Blow Up Event Tent foot.

2.  With a soft mallet hammer stake into the ground and repeat for        
    remaining 3 D-rings on base of Blow Up Event Tent leg.

3.  Continue assembly on remaining Blow Up Event Tent legs.


